18 November 2013

Years 3 – 6 Excursion to Hunter Sports High School for DVD launch

Years 3-6 will join students from Mt Hutton, Wiripaang and Hunter Sports High School to view the launch of a promotional DVD made earlier in the year and to participate in a range of sporting and cultural activities.

It is a celebration of our Community of Schools and highlights the ongoing professional learning and collaboration that exists between the schools.

Date:  Thursday 5th December
Cost:  Nil
Transport: Walk to High School from WPS
Leaving school: 10.00am
Returning to school: 2.30pm
Students to bring recess, lunch is supplied (sausage sandwich, fruit, popper, ice block)

All students to wear full school uniform and a hat.

Rick Budden
Principal

HSHS Excursion Parent / Caregiver Consent

I give permission for my child ___________________________ Class __________ to attend the excursion to Hunter Sports HS on the 5th December.

Signature ______________________________ Date ____________________